Mini Sweet
Peppers
MINI SWEET PEPPERS
Bring Snacking to a Whole New Level

Mini Sweet Peppers are small peppers that
resemble hot peppers, although they have no
heat and a sweet flavor. They take as long to
mature as regular Bell peppers, but their size and
taste sets them apart. Since they’re miniature,
mini sweet peppers are a perfect appetizer or
snacking food item that adds convenience for
consumers. Sweeter than traditional bell peppers,
mini sweets can also be used in cooking, and are
a great complement to spicy dishes. In addition
to being a great healthy snaking and cooking
option, bright colors and attractive packaging
will grab retail customers’ attention.

Easy Prep Mini Sweet Pepper Recipes
Mini Sweet Pepper Nachos: Toss the tortilla chips out of the mix
and use mini sweet peppers instead, for a fresh crunch. You’ll love
this low carb option with velvety cheese, black beans and corn.
Bacon Wrapped Mini Sweet Peppers: Who doesn’t love a sweet
and savory combo? The saltiness from the bacon, fused with
sweetness from the peppers, is a flavor combination that pleases
the palate and never gets old as a party appetizer.
Hummus Stuffed Mini Sweet Peppers: Whether used as filling or
dip, hummus pairs perfectly with peppers and can be used as a
substitute for meat. Scoop hummus into pepper halves or simply
grab a pepper and dip away, either way is easy and delicious!

Mini Sweet Peppers
LXWXH: 23.68 X 15.87 X 4.68
TIXHI: 5 X 16
PER PALLET: 80 cases
Case Cube: 1.020
Case Gross Weight: 14.5 lbs
Case Master: 12/16oz BAG
UPC: 8-40347-10028-1
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